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Welcome to Float Nation 

I 
FLOATED

Contact Support | mom@floatfactory.co



It’s not you. It’s your floats. 

Like most groundbreaking companies that changed the world, (Google, Space-X, Hot Pockets, etc.) 

Float Factory set out to solve a simple, yet insurmountable problem: To end boring days in the 
water. 

Swans, Pizza Slices, Unicorns…… How much longer must we be forced to conform to mediocre water 
toys? 

Humanity was ready for change, and no one was doing anything about it….. Until now. 

Realizing that this was their higher calling, our founders, Patrick and Tommy, immediately quit 
their cushy corporate jobs and chose to focus on nothing but solving this crisis. They decided to 
wage war on pathetic and lame water toys and traded in their business suits for bathing suits…… 
(Yes, it was legendary.)

They received all the standard advice from their biggest supporters….

“You’re absolutely out of your mind.” - Financial advisor 

“You’re doing what!?” - Ex-Boss 

“You can do anything you set your mind to.” - Mom 

“It’s impossible, you’ll need an MBA.” - Everyone else. 

Despite the overwhelming support, they knew they had to follow their dream, and against all odds, 
Float Factory was born. 

Not the heroes we wanted, but the heroes we deserve.

Welcome to #FloatNation, where no float is too crazy, and everyone has the chance to be a kid again. 

How will you float with us?

 
PS. - Please send all your absolutely most ridiculous

ideas to our number one employee and largest
supporter: mom@floatfactory.co

PatrickTommy



 

MY FAVORITE POSITIONS

 HOW TO INFLATE

FOLLOW ME FOR MORE OF MY FAVORITES
@ T R U M P H U N K

 
Part Time Lover

 
Party Boy

STEP 01 Remove me from my box; I've waited too long to see you.
Make sure you gently unfold me onto a flat surface to
prepare for tremendous inflation.

STEP 02  Locate and inflate the two air valves on my backside.
 Inflate the lower plug on my ring first. Then use the plug 
on my body to make me come alive. 

STEP 03 Get comfortable in some of my favorite positions. Then 
squeeze my right hand to start our relationship. 



DO NOT

DO NOT

DO NOT

Let me finish my sentences before you squeeze
my hand repeatedly. 

Be sure to brag about me to all your friends on
social media. Follow and engage with me
@trumphunk

Bring me along for any water-based activities in
any body of water. 

Leave me out in the sun alone, my skin will
get all wrinkly. We don't want to ruin my
beautiful tan.

Over-inflate me, my ego is big enough already.

Overexcite me with more than 2 passengers at a
time. My big hands can only hold so much. 

PRO TIPS & DO NOTS



Do not use in
offshore current.

Do not use in
whitewater.

Do not use in 
breaking waves.

Only to be used in water where
the child is within its depth &

under adult supervision.

Not for children under the
age of 5 years old. NEVER
leave children unattended.

NOT a lifesaving device. NO
PROTECTION against

drowning.

To be inflated by an adult.
Can be dangerous if not

correctly inflated.

WARNING! DO NOT over inflate. See
inflation instructions for

proper inflation technique.

Risk of getting
entrapped if passenger
size is not appropriate. 

DO NOT

Do not use in
offshore wind.

Read instructions first. Please
read this entire instruction manual  

prior to enjoying your Float
Factory Inflatable.

Completely inflate each air chamber.
Prior to inflation, open all air

chambers fully. 

Float Factory Inflatables are 
intended for use by one person at a 
time, unless otherwise noted on the 
inflatable and the inflatable's box. 

136 KG

Max load capacity is 300
pounds or 136 kilograms for

per inflatable.

Maintain a safe distance to shore
of 6 feet or 2 meters. Please

remember Float Factory inflatables
are for swimmers only and should
NEVER be used in offshore wind or

current.

All Float Factory floats require balancing by the
user.

max

I'm anIdiot

Failure to follow all Warnings, Prohibitions, Mandatory
Actions, and Instructions throughout this manual can result
in serious injury or death. Read the entire owner's manual
prior to using your Float Factory Inflatable.

NO PROTECTION AGAINST DROWNING!
THIS IS NOT A LIFESAVING DEVICE!WARNING

ADULT SUPERVISION 
IS RECOMMENDED



BRAND AMBASSADOR 
PROGRAM

$$ Time for your allowance $$
 

Scan below to see how you can make the big bucks
and score free products before anyone else!

SCAN TO APPLY

DID WE MENTION THAT YOU'LL BE
THE FIRST TO HAVE ACCESS TO NEW

PRODUCTS RELEASES?



It’s not you. It’s your floats. 

Like most groundbreaking companies that changed the world, (Google, Space-X, Hot 
Pockets, etc.) 

Float Factory set out to solve a simple, yet insurmountable problem: To end boring days 
in the water. 

Swans, Pizza Slices, Unicorns…… How much longer must we be forced to conform to 
mediocre water toys? 

Humanity was ready for change, and no one was doing anything about it….. Until now. 

Realizing that this was their higher calling, our founders, Patrick and Tommy, immediately 
quit their cushy corporate jobs and chose to focus on nothing but solving this crisis. They 
decided to wage war on pathetic and lame water toys and traded in their business suits 
for bathing suits…… (Yes, it was legendary.)

They received all the standard advice from their biggest supporters….

“You’re absolutely out of your mind.” - Financial advisor 

“You’re doing what!?” - Ex-Boss 

“You can do anything you set your mind to.” - Mom 

“It’s impossible, you’ll need an MBA.” - Everyone else. 

Despite the overwhelming support, they knew they had to follow their dream, and against 
all odds, Float Factory was born. 

Not the heroes we wanted, but the heroes we deserve.

Welcome to #FloatNation, where no float is too crazy, and everyone has the chance to be 
a kid again. 

How will you float with us?

PS - Please send all your absolutely most ridiculous ideas to our number one employee 
and largest supporter: mom@floatfactory.co

-Patrick & Tommy 



#FLOATNATION


